Antique ge fan wiring diagram

Again another very educational posting about an early fan. I have a GE Pancake also. It is a
trunnion type with a partially ribbed basr. No thumbscrew to swivel it, but it has some sort of
friction washer where the yoke meets the base. The off escutcheon is screwed on in smile
position. I am amazed at how quiet it is, especially in slow speed, it runs slow and quiet like a
ceiling fan. One concern I have with it is that there is a lot of in and out play on the shaft like it is
missing some sort of spacer. It has three struts and I don't know if the cage is original to this
fan. The badge is attached with the nut and washer. In some ways if I go by your description it
seems to be transitional, as GE probably used parts up as they went along. Sort of the way
Model T's were assembled! The friction washer you mentioned is probably the large slightly
bent washer between the base and trunnion and used to provide some friction at the joint while
allowing the trunnion and motor to rotate on the base. Pancakes are, as you say, very quiet on
their slower speeds. I run some of mine on high but using a Variac to adjust the voltage for the
slower speeds that I like to run mine on. A favorite fan for many collectors! For your excessive
end play in the blade check to see that the blade is on the shaft as far as it will go if you have a
cast hub blade. Hold the rotor forward in the motor with a pencil, etc. Since you can't see the
end of the motor shaft with a cast hub blade you can't be sure it's all the way on unless the fit is
a very easy slip. With the later stamped hub blades just line up the end of the motor shaft with
the front of the hub. Perhaps that's missing? If you or anyone wants to email me just phone me
is in my very first "Welcome to my Blog' post and I will let you know my email address. Anyone
want to help me out wiht an estimated value? I do not do appraisals here as there are too many
things to consider regarding condition of an antique fan. You say your Emerson is a "3 blade"
which makes me wonder if half the wings on the blade are missing. That alone would greatly
decrease the value. The is a highly desirable and rare fan and usually fairly high priced. Prices
vary depending on condition and other factors. Ebay will often give a good indication of values
for "sold" items. I have a General Electric Antique 4 blade fan. The brass identification plate is
mounted on the base, just below the switch. It is just a single speed. The CAT number is 42X
There are two other numbers on the plate. One of them is No. V and the other is SPEC The base
appears to be black or very dark green. Same with the fan blades. It will oscillate. The blade
cage is held on by 4 screws on the motor housing. Just two weeks ago I found a non-oscillating
version of your fan, Cat 42 x in great shape. With a 10" aluminum blade which I assume is the
same blade size as on your fan. I had a fan that was probably just like your oscillator but sold it
around 4 years ago. Nice simple fans with a neat old appearance. Be sure to clean out the old
hardened grease in your fan's gearbox and replenish by coating the gears well with a good
multipurpose grease. Also, clean out the oil cup and replace or clean in solvent the felt wick. I
am looking for a wiring diagram for a model. I need to wire the switch in. Can anyone help me
with where to obtain a diagram of how to wire the switch in? Hi Beth, I apologize for the long
delay in replying to you. If you will contact me I will have your email address to send what I
hope will help you. Please put in the message box what you are needing. Hello Steve, Thanks
for the while lot of information. I just found one if these pancake fans that's we've had for quite
a long time unnoticed. My only problem is is that I can't seem to find one like the ones you
posted. I mean, it's similar, but I just can't identify it. For one, it's a four blade model. It has a
fully ribbed base. It has a 10 bar cage. It's 16 inches. I'm not sure if how many speeds it has, as
it is not oscillating, but I believe it would still work if the wiring could be fixed. It's fully brown
minus of course the brass cage, blades and fittings. It has those fastener things you wrote of on
the front and back of the motor. It has cream coloured hand-painted sparse pin striping around
the base, the motor and the rear and front of the motor vents where it almost looks like a flower.
I'd love to know exactly what it is and it's value fixed or not. Maybe it would be easier if I sent
some pictures if you're interested in helping or maybe you can just decipher what I'm talking
about from my terrible description. Either way, thank you very much for your time. If you will
use that form I will get back to you so you can email me photos of your GE pancake. It sounds
like your fan was custom painted at one time but GE did offer a few colors wine red, white, royal
blue- all with gold pinstriping- but not brown. I wonder if GE would do custom colors too. Dek I
have pics of the fan I could send. Hi Derek, Yes, please send me some photos of your fan. I am
wondering if your fan could be a Dutch E. Darryl Hudson sells felt wick material. Here in the US
both durofelt. Steve hi , its Dek from the uk, sorry about the late reply ,I have been away for a
week,i think the Pancake I am working on could be a very early GE,i will send pics to your email
, thanks for any help you can give me , I have ordered wicks from the USA,i have had the fan
rewired while being away, by a qualified electrician. I is a three speed , but only works at one
speed, so I am having the speed windings in the base rewound, there are two separate coils in
the base, and the round porcelain switch ,the cover from the base was missing so I made a new
one today from steel plate 1. Hi Steve i'm Derek from the UK, did you get my email address I
sent it using the email send at the top of your blog page, in cas it did not get through here it is

again , but please don't publish this on the blog,if you could just email me I will send the pics of
the pancake fan i'm working on. Hi Steve. I have a Pancake which I bought years ago in the US.
It is running very fast in fact but the speed switch does not change the speed. I've checked the
wiring and am sure all is OK. I guess this means the speed regulator coil is not working. I am
unable to find a source for a replacement on the web, so I was hoping you could tell me how
these are constructed and work as I have not wanted to tear it apart. I am guessing it is many
winding of insulated wire with "T" junctions every so many rotations, with the lengths of wire
between each adding resistance to lower the voltage. I am not an electrician and this may be
entirely wrong. Finally do you know of a source for a new coil or, as a lst resort, is there a
modern wiring that would suit the purpose? Addendum from Stuart, the wires from the coli to
the switch are all just a single thread. Stuart, I can find and collect old fans, turn them on and
run them, and clean and straighten the blades and cage but, when it comes to the wiring I am
somewhat of a novice. Here is a thread on our Antique Fan Collectors Association forum that
should be of help to you and your pancake. GE speed coils complete with switch wiring diagram
and marked coil wires. Contact Tim at Sartron Send them a check Excellent quality!! Note,
Sartron also has speed coils for 16" pancakes but the price may be somewhat higher. Be sure
to specify what fan you have and if two or five speed. Also, shipping out of the USA may not be
included in the coil's cost. Anybody know where I can get a replacement switch for a GE
pancake fan? I think your best chance is to keep an eye on the forum of the Antique Fan
Collectors Association for any availability of a switch. I think a new second batch of switches
may be forthcoming in the next year from a member who had made a batch of something like 50
switches a few years ago. They are long ago sold out and, with a good demand for pancake
switches, I think you will see some available in the next year. You might pry one away from
someone who bought from the first batch and would be willing to sell an unused switch. Steve, I
just bought my first pancake but it is a stump at this point. I have located a tag that is , but I
have a feeling it is later The serial is on the original replacement tag I have located, and mine is
the earlier model with brass struts I believe, so I was going to ask you is you thought that tag
would correspond with brass struts on a , or if I am SOL on getting that old tag and need to get
Donald to do me a new one with a lower serial number? If so I want to get the number close to
one with brass struts for sure, I want this fan to be as correct as I can get it all but the switch
and coil, which I am going to make from modified parts off a switch I found that is porcelain and
has the correct alignment of the speed positions to match the original switches with degrees of
rotation and with a cardboard bottom cover you'll never see it. How you doing Cory? The only
reference to pancake and many other GE serial numbers are in an old survey done by an AFCA
member years ago but it's probably fairly accurate. He lists the pancake numbers in the range to
and I assume that is approximate and, also, that GE may have had some pancakes with higher
serial numbers with brass struts and lower serial numbers with the later steel struts; it all
depends on how they assembled the fans and if cages and struts were added just before
shipping or at the time the whole fan was built. I would say that the tag you have located could
be for either brass or steel struts. Suggestion, post on the AFCA forum looking for members to
tell you their serial number and what their strut material is. That way you could narrow it down
to when the change in struts vs serial numbers took place. Ask if anyone has a pancake near
your number and what material the struts are made of. Good luck and get that pancake finished
up and running, they are among the neatest fans ever. Cory, about the switch you found in your
link above; I think it might work fine. I had bought a ceramic switch as an extra in case I found a
pancake without a switch but ended up selling. The problem with that switch was that it was
very stiff in turning although it would have worked and the person I sold it to did put it in a
pancake. If there are no reproduction of an original pancake switch that should work fine. In
time I think someone will make more reproduction pancake switches as was done a few years
ago. If you can get that switch mounted in your pancake it should work. Pancake reproduction
switch knobs are available in both sizes and can't be told from the originals. I believe mine is a
Can anyone verify what makes the different than other years?. What's neat about my fan is my
Mom's great grandmother purchased this fan new. Bill, I am drawing a blank here to come up
with some details to help you with your fan. I think the pancake in a GE catalog were like the
models but I am not sure. Compounding the matter is the fact that what is shown for
illustrations in some GE catalogs are the last years' models. I'll send you mine and then you can
send me some photos of your fan. Good evening, I have been handed a GE Pancake Fan
Swivel-trunnion 13" cage 4 12" blades Cage construction is "s-wires" there are brass
thumbscrew terminals on rear of motor where power cords connect. The off switch plate it
turned up like a smile the base is half ribbed. There is a brass disk on the rear of the "GE
Badge". Although I have learned a lot about these fans with the above article, I am very
confused, the brass plate states the last pat in June but the article says that might not mean

that it was made in Thank you for your article and thank you for letting me know what I can do
next to figure out this master piece.. I welcome comments, corrections. Thursday, February 17,
The GE "pancake", Be sure to read this:. Last updated Highly revered among collectors , the
early General Electric desk fans known as a "pancake" are one of my favorites. As far as early
fans go, they are common enough so they can be found at a somewhat high but still affordable
cost. They have been named "pancake" by collectors due to their relatively thin but large
diameter motor. With a single motor bearing instead of one at the front and rear of the motor as
is far more common, they have a unique appearance. Other companies made pancake style
motors; Westinghouse, Emerson Trojan , Holtzer Cabbot, and a few others during the very early,
c. To cover all the models and variations of the GE pancake might take a large book. I hope to,
in time, show many of the models and variations. Different versions were made in 10", 12", 14"
and 16" sizes, with solid, swivel, or swivel-trunnion frames. There were some wall mount
bracket pancakes and even a 10" spring mounted fan where extra quiet was desired such as in
a telephone booth. Possibly my favorite pancake is not a particularly rare one, nor one of the
expensive ones, this GE "stick mount" pancake to the right and below. This model is able to
swivel about its vertical axis but does not tilt up or down. For that feature GE offered their
"trunnion" model which had the motor sitting in a trunnion allowing the motor to tilt forward and
backwards. Thank you John Fetner for these photos and for selling me this nice original and
smooth running pancake. As with virtually all GE pancakes there are thumbscrew terminals at
the rear of the motor where the power cord connects, completely exposed and live, with roughly
volts. This is not your child-friendly desk fan. You don't want to pick it up to move it without first
thinking of what's back there to bite you. I will mention briefly one exception to the statement
that all pancakes have the exposed power terminals; the stick mount 16" pancake does not
have them and the power cord enters into the base through a grommet. All wiring is within the
base going up to the motor which is a rigid part of the motor casting. Technically the 16"
pancakes are not true pancakes as they have a double bearing motor and a somewhat thicker
motor than most 10", 12", and 14" models. Both black japan and nickel plating were used on the
GE pancakes off and on prior to when the brass parts were left plain with a lacquer or gilt finish.
The first pancakes from through the middle of had a single speed motor. In mid the bulge was
added to the rear of the motor which housed a regulator coil with a two speed switch in the
center. In GE fans got a 5 speed switch and, in , the rear motor bulge was eliminated with the
speed coil and switch being placed in a larger, higher base. Three speeds was more common on
quality fans. Now for one of the more popular GE pancakes, below, the fully ribbed base
trunnion model. This year the models started out with a fully ribbed base, cast hub blade, and
10 wire cage. Later models introduced the partially ribbed base, stamped hub blade, and 8 wire
cage with three cage struts and with a slightly modified cage badge but it is the former, earlier
style that is the more desired among collectors. In addition to the trunnion model a "stick"
version was also made in most years of pancake production. Early GE 12" pancake, 5 speeds. In
late or a simpler and less attractive motor design was used. On the right is a photo showing the
"notched clamp" introduced on the trunnion models to help hold the fan motor in position on
the trunnion when the brass wing bolts were tightened. The rippled washer has an extended
arm which goes downward and is slipped over a protruding pin on the side of the trunnion arm.
This version of the GE cage badge was used on the 10 wire cages from and about halfway
through when the 8 wire cage was introduced. The badge is unique to these models only
although the method of attachment to the cage was different; cage badges had a thin brass strip
soldered to the back of the badge which then clipped to a small open ring on the cage. For mid
the notched washer and nut was used to attach the badge to the cage center via a threaded stud
soldered to the rear of the badge as shown in the photo above. Badges of this era show a little
finer detail overall and finer dots than on later badges. GE cage construction for the years was
as shown in the left photo above. Instead of the 'S-wires' being wrapped around the rear cage
ring as was done prior to and after the wire was 'pinned' or riveted through the rear cage ring.
The portion entering the rear ring was narrowed down slightly to fit a hole drilled in the ring, the
wire was inserted and then slightly peened over to make the wire tight. One serious flaw in this
construction is that it is a weak connection and, with any moderately rough handling of the
cage, or if the fan falls over, the joint is likely to break right at the front side of the rear ring.
Always check for broken wires here. A somewhat suitable repair can be done by shortening all
wires, necking them down, and reinserting them in the rear ring. The right photo, above, shows
the brass 'oil guard' just behind the blade hub. Its purpose was to return to the oil cup under the
bearing any excess oil from the front of the bearing. The backside of the fan hub had two
grooves in it to spin off any leaking oil into the oil guard from which it would run down the little
spout into the top of the oil cup. A small recess in the oil cup had a tiny hole drilled through into
the oil reservoir. The oil guard was an improvement added to model pancakes and was

continued for the rest of production. It is a press fit onto the front plate of the motor. The GE
pancake below is a real oddball and the only one I have seen; a stick mount with fully ribbed
base. Only upon close examination of the photos from ebay did I realize the fan is probably not
a mix of and parts but an actual "made in " pancake using some older parts. This fan is a
"swivel" model which became less common than the "swivel and trunnion" model. Both models
were offered in most years starting c. Due to the different construction of the motors between
the two frame styles, the motor tags were different until, I think, the models where the same tags
appears to have been used. The "swivel" frame pancakes through used a thin brass strip tag
that wrapped almost all the way around the motor and was held captive between the front and
rear motor castings instead of being held on with two small screws. There is nothing really
unusual from this view, above, of the fan. It could be a normal mid year pancake with the new
stamped hub blade and 8 wire cage but it isn't- see why below. The four strut motor gave way to
three struts in mid Some notes on the brass finish of pancakes:. The lacquer used to coat brass
parts of GE pancakes does not seem to be very durable unlike some other makes which makes
determining the actual finish on the brass difficult. Recently I had the chance to see a very
original and unmessed with pancake. The finish, and a pretty fair amount of it was intact, was
unmistakenly "polished and lacquered brass" and a full, high gloss polish. This somewhat
surprised me as most of the original pancakes I have prior to did not show much if any
remaining "polished" brass even though GE catalogs stated "polished brass fan, guard, and
trimmings" and catalogs. The GE catalog states "Lacquered brass fan, guard, and trimmings".
My original finish pancake shows a finish looking something like gilt and which seems to have
been the finish used through about on GE brass blade fans. That finish is clearly not "polished"
brass. Whether the "gilt" finish was some kind of lacquer or a paint I do not know. The models
were made in 10" and a new 12" model was added. Unique to these two years was a fancy cast
and nickel plated name plate on the rear of the motor. There was no brass or nickel band around
the motor on the 10" models but the 12" model did have a brass band around the motor. What
you see to the left and below is a "fan outfit" comprised of a "fan" blade and "fan motor". Only
years later did the terminology change where "fan" meant what we think of it today; the whole of
the appliance consisting of a blade, motor, and base. Fans for were black japanned and brass
bearings were fitted to the motor. A 10" solid frame motor and the 12" trunnion frame were the
two styles of AC fans. I do not have photos of the models to include here. FORM F. The stator
coils surround the motor and are usually very easy to remove from the motor housing. These
coils just fell out when I was inspecting and cleaning the motor. The nickeled brass motor band
has also been slipped off the iron core around the stator. Like most pancakes this one is a four
pole motor. Six, eight, and ten pole pancake motors were made for other frequencies or for
special slower running motors. This is an easy year to identify for it was the only GE pancake
year that used a top mounted grease cup over the front bearing. The early models, however, do
not have the badge but have a small open ring cage- probably the same cage but without the
badge being fitted. Most '99s will have the badge though a significant number of no-badge '99s
turn up and mostly with lower serial numbers. The small open ring cage is NOT an model as
was reported in older GE pancake research since the small open ring cage pancakes all have
the top mounted grease cup which is identified as an model by a GE report dated The photos
above show an early solid frame model no cage badge yet which continued with the smooth
base from the previous 10" solid frame models but made about 1" higher than the 10" frame.
Below is an solid frame with the cage badge. The badge is held on to the cage with a small
brass strip soldered to the center of the cage. Motor acorn nuts are still smooth without a
screwdriver slot. The line cord would be attached to the two terminals on the base. The two
speed switch knob is at the bottom of the wall base. Power to the motor would exit the base
between the two terminals and be attached to the two terminals on the rear of the motor. In this
photo the motor appears to be much thicker than a typical motor but most of the earlier motors
were thicker. I might assume that this is actually an older motor. The four blade fan is new for
replacing the previous 6 blade fans used on all pancakes prior to Original wall mount pancakes
are scarce. Changes included making the rear ring of the cage of a larger diameter wire, slotted
acorn nuts on the motor replaced the smooth nuts, return to the under-mounted oil cup, and the
solid frame 12" pancake was now a swivel frame using the same partially ribbed base as the
trunnion motors had since The base was about a half inch taller then the older smooth base.
Other changes were a notched clamp on one side of the trunnion used to help hold the motor in
a position on the trunnion, a new blade hub with grooves at the rear end which was to keep oil
from moving to the hub spider and blades where the oil could be thrown around the room. An
oil return collar was now press fitted to the front of the motor in front of the bearing to catch oil
thrown from the grooves on the blade hub and direct it back into the top of the oiler. The motor
was still devoid of the vent holes that would appear on the models. The cage badge was held to

the cage with the same method as in Last year for S-wires to be wrapped around the rear cage
ring. Below are the two different base castings, early on the left, later on the right. A slight
modification was made and the OFF tag redesigned so it would "smile". The OFF tag on the left
was a carryover from the back switch pancakes where it was mounted above the switch and,
thus, the downward curvature. From fairly early after the models were introduced the OFF tags
were as in the right photo through the end of pancake production in early The badge was
slightly different and an integral part of the cage, no longer held on by a small stud and nut. The
blades' cast hub was changed to a stamped brass hub. The motor now sported three instead of
four cage struts with one strut located at the top of the motor and the others at the lower sides
of the motor. The base lost its full ribbing with the lower part of the base being smooth. The
motor tag remained of plain brass with all the data stamped in it. The regulator coil in the base
was held in place with brass strap brackets. The small brass "OFF" tag at the switch knob was
riveted on with the ends of the tag curling upwards with the introduction of the half ribbed base
in mid The full ribbed bases have the OFF tag screwed to the base with adjustment slots in the
plate. The curve at the ends of the OFF tag could be either upwards or downwards on the full
ribbed bases. Very early models still used the plain brass motor tag which was soon changed to
a smaller etched brass tag with a black oxidized background. The regulator coil was held in
place as for the models but the clips changed from brass to steel as shown below. The
porcelain switch now had mounting ears on it. The very bottom rim of the base is much
narrower than on the fully ribbed base models. Below is a comparison of the bases of a fully
ribbed and partially ribbed and models. The has the unpolished brass clips to hold the coil in
place, the uses painted steel clips, and the , with its new cardboard molded cover, uses a new
cone shaped clamp piece on both sides of the coil. This particular fan has a black painted brass
cone but I have seen cone clamps made of steel. Such a clamp is on a fully ribbed pancake I
have but I suspect that it may have been a modification years ago. The clamps are
interchangeable among the different years of base switch pancakes. As with most of the blog
photos you can click to enlarge them. The fine gold striping is typical of early, hand applied
striping and would account for the "gold" in the "white and gold" color. The owner sent me
these huge photos and, with his permission, I post them here. He recognized it for what it
probably is, the one and only known special color order pancake. Of course there probably are
a few others but I don't know anyone who has seen one. Click on photos for larger versions.
Double click will get you even larger. When the motor tag was removed the red was under the
tag. Here are some of my thoughts When you look at a Lynn Works, you have to marvel at the
simplicity. Pure eye candy and a definite contender. The 96 - 98 12" trunnions have the beefier
motor and the oval motor tag. The castings are more ornate and the six wing blades and large
open ring cages complete the package. The 10 inch offerings for those years are stick mounts
and have a character all their own. These years could surely be considered as favorites. You
have to appreciate the fans as they now become a bit more affordable to the collector. The
stickmount has the appearance of the earlier ten inch fans, with the smooth base which
becomes taller to accommodate the 12 inch blade. The trunnion mount carries the same look as
it's earlier counterparts, except for the thinner motor housing, switch to a four wing blade, a
new brass motor tag, and as mentioned, the grease cup. The GE badge makes it's appearance
too. Sweet, sweet fans for sure. Both 12 inch models now have fluted bases and a return to the
oil reservoirs. Motor tag on the trunnion becomes about an inch longer and the blade features
two oil slinger grooves. These are also the last models of the 19th century. A definite maybe as
a favorite. A new century ushers in some changes to the fans. Perimeter vent holes, beefier
struts mounted to cast in bosses, trunnion tags become even longer. Other visual cues are
about the same as the previous year. The five speeds put these models in the running for
favorite fan. As a collector of pancakes, models seem to be in demand. I am always hearing
other collectors say that they want a 12 inch cake. My reply is "which one? There's the early
models, with full ribbed bases that now housed the switch and coil. Motor housings are sleeker
now without the dome in the rear cover. Middle models feature a change to three struts. Late
models have a half ribbed base and the eight wire cages and stamped brass blade hubs start to
show up. All of these models are right up there as near and dear. That being so, then the early
offerings are the same as the late The only difference is Form letter. The only change to the later
year model of is the change from the eight inch long brass motor tag to the much smaller motor
tag. Both of these models are killer, imo. You also start to see the use of brass shoulder screws
to secure the motor to the trunnion, instead of those wonderful brass wing bolts. Cool fans for
sure but I already miss those wing bolts. Maybe a contender in my book. Now going into , GE
loses the ribs in the base but still uses the earlier motor housing. Not quite as cool as the earlier
years, but hey, it's still a Pancake. Then comes mid year '06 and the motor housing becomes
smooth. My very first Cake was this model. A 2nd variant Canadian General Electric Big Ugly I

think not Isn't beauty in the eye of the beholder? Like Chris says, with a bit of paint and some
imagination, these can be made to look Hot. On that same note, there is nothing wrong with
leaving them alone. Clean off the dirt and grime, put on a new cord and head wire, put in a new
wick and it's good to go. Second variant morphs into the and models. The only change for these
that I see are the struts, which are now using a beveled screw head to hold the cage to them.
That's almost as good as some brass wing bolts I look at these late offerings as GE coming full
circle, Look at a Lynn Works and you can make the comparisons. Smooth bases and housings.
Simple lines Everything is about function over form. Contenders all the way In my rambling, I
haven't even mentioned the oddball fans, the Bracket fans, the Fishtails, the 14 and 16 inch
stationaries and trunnions, or any of the other things you'll see with collecting Pancakes. So I
guess I do have a favorite Pancake fan They're all good, just some are better than others Thank
you Kim, I'm sure readers will enjoy your musings. Email This BlogThis! Anonymous October
18, at AM. Steve Stephens October 19, at AM. Anonymous March 26, at PM. Steve Stephens
June 11, at PM. Anonymous August 15, at PM. Steve Stephens August 15, at PM. Beth
September 19, at AM. Steve Stephens November 21, at AM. Anonymous November 21, at AM.
Steve Stephens August 15, at AM. Anonymous September 15, at PM. Steve Stephens September
15, at PM. Rich December 10, at PM. Steve Stephens December 10, at PM. Unknown June 7, at
AM. Steve Stephens July 2, at AM. Bill H September 12, at PM. Steve Stephens September 17, at
PM. Unknown December 16, at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments
Atom. This is the last year for the two speed switch. Swivel frame models used a brass band tag
nearly encircling the motor in place of the shorter brass tag used on trunnion motors. Swivel
and Trunnion frame. Swivel frame. The new steel thumb screw is shown on the left side of the
trunnion and served to lock the tilt of the motor in place. Original black japan paint showing
how rough the castings could be on pancakes. The oil cup on this fan has been screwed into
the threaded hole above the bearing where there should be a screw that holds the bearing in
place. Being as how the oil cup threaded hole below the bearing and the set screw hole above
the bearing have the same thread size the oil cup and the set screw are sometimes found in
each other's place. The last patent date on this motor tag, June 25, , was used on all GE fan
motor tags from to leading many to believe any fan with that date was made in It is not that
simple to date GE fans and the patent date only means that a fan so marked with that patent
date, includes features of that particular patent. GE trunnion motor tags were always screwed to
the motor after the riveted tag. A nicely restored motor tag. Most restorers use paint on the tags
although they originally had an oxide on them. A rear view that is hard to love. Looking behind
the cage badge you will see the brass disc used for the past few years which is held in place by
the small crimps around the outside of the rear of the badge. Prior to the models the back of the
cage badge was open exposing the eight "S" wires. The swivel frame model had an extra piece
added into the neck of the base to take up the space that would be used by the trunnion on
those models. Most GE pancakes from and later were of the trunnion frame style. The usual
brass motor tag was attached to a steel band with rivets on the later swivel frame models.
Purveyors of Electronic, Musical and Vintage goods from then, now and in between. Since This
is not just another 'Ad Farm' site! We have checked out some of these contacts ourselves , but
always do your own independent research before having repairs undertaken. Links to repair
shops in the US below. It is VERY difficult to find folks willing to work on "vintage" Electric Fans
, primarily due to parts availability and the lack of techs. However, there are some aspects of
them that time and use or the lack of is no friend. Most 'vintage' or 'antique' fans you see
available today, were originally sold from the early's through the early 's. Lubricants actually
coagulate and will cause "close tolerance" parts to seize or freeze up rendering them immobile.
Rubber parts can become brittle and cracked, only to break when a the part is manipulated or
the unit is started up. The rubber can also revert back towards it's natural state and become a
gooey tar. AC cords have most certainly lost some if not all of their insulating qualities and are
therefore 'un-safe'. Virtually every used fan out there will need and require or possibly more
hours of technician time to be brought to a minimum of "usable" state or a 'fully restored' state.
Simply 'repairing' an obvious symptom, is typically not enough to address the issues a machine
may have to any degree of usefulness. The main 'fix' for a year old fan or any
electro-mechanical device for that matter is to have 'the clock rolled back' on it. Fan wiring,
bushing, bearing, switch repairs. Michigan , Birmingham ' Birmingham Television Co. New York
, Wilson , "G. Electronics" "Electronic service and repair since They can accept 'shipped in'
repairs as well as 'walk-ins' with appointment. They have a metal shop and are able to 'fabricate'
many parts 'on the spot'. They are able to handle most motor repairs, including complete
rewinds. Most 'Refinishing' tasks will be no problem. They appreciate the 'build quality' of the
vintage fans and will 'Do It Right"! I actually heard about these guys from one of my customers,
and they had done numerous fans for him. He was completely pleased with their work. They are

able to repair your Vornado Fan motor, blades, yokes, wiring, switches and more. They also
have a couple Vornado electric fan wiring diagrams on-line. It's a 'salvage yard' for fans, and
most parts are 'original' so probably in VERY limited availability. If you see the part you need,
better 'buy it' before someone else decides to own it. Texas , Garland " Jim's Restorations ",
Some original and reproduction fan parts available. We only restore and sell our own inventory.
You would need to contact them directly with your needs. They may or may not choose to take
on your project based on many factors. Always check them out independently on your own.
Some may have the ability to accept shipped units. This cannot be assumed. While transit
damaged units are great for our parts business, almost all damage to shipments is due to
inadequate packaging. They are not making most of these vintage units anymore, and it's a real
shame when we loose another piece, un-necessarily to unprofessional packing. If you are one
of the above listed companies and want to modify your listing, or to be added to a category
change, categories, or be removed from the page completely, feel free to contact us. If you
would like your repair facility listed and feel it would be a 'good fit' for the page, feel free to
contact us. Hope this info helps. If you are a repair facility and wish to have your contact
information added, modified or deleted, please feel free to contact us via email with a thorough
explanation. Pro Audio. Electric Guitars. Acoustic Guitars. Test Equipment. Film Equipment.
Crosley Phones. Crosley Radios. Vintage Radios. Electric Fans. Retro Clocks. Jewelry Boxes.
Aluminum Trees. Customer Care. Contact Us. Repair Resources. Restoration Steps. Some are
Specializing in the repair and restoration of antique fans. Attached Image viewed times :. Last
edited on Sat Aug 16th, pm by Steve Stephens. Last edited on Sun Aug 17th, pm by Tom
Newcity. Search: go Search by username. Members Calendar Help. Not logged in - Login
Register. New Topic. Printer Friendly. In my parents' attic for almost 50 years. Appears to be in
great shape, though somewhere along the way a new - for the time, probably '60s - power cord
was added and the head cord was frayed. I'm new to vintage fans so I researched the fan,
mostly through the assistance of this forum - thank you - and have obtained the correct twisted
cloth covered wire, the proper oil and wick, have cleaned up everything, lubed the gears, and
am putting it all back together. I don't know which wire goes to what post on the switch plate.
Can someone please help? A photo would be ideal, but a good description as to which posts
the two head wires attach and to which posts the two wires of the power cord attack would be
much appreciated! Thanks very much. Back To Top. Almost immediately after posting the above
I ran across this fantastic photo essay. Great resource! My question now is Switch Low is high
speed and vice versa. What wires do I need to flip to get the switch and fan speed in sync?
Thanks again. Sorrowfully I can't add more as I don't have the experience in wiring. Some trivia
for your model GE. The same sheathed cord was used for the head wire on these two head wire
fans. GE used this cord for a number of years; this is from a Form AF from the late 20s and
shows the original color before it got faded. This piece was taken from inside the base. Original
power cord and plug. Another example of the original or close to original green color on this s
GE Whiz which appears to use the same cords as the larger GEs. The green color wire was
pulled from within the base. The fact that you are using twisted pair for your fan is not a big
deal; that's what I have on my original Form AB model. Replicas of most old power cords are
not being made so we have to pick something that works and we like. Great sketches. I wired it
up this way and the fan ran the same speed on all three settings. What am I doing wrong? As for
the twisted wire, I liked it well enough, couldn't find something "perfect", and this fan is for my
enjoyment, not for sale so I'm not worried about it. Stephen Hathcock wrote: Great sketches.
Sorry Stephen, I don't know what the problem might be. A bad speed coil perhaps but, if it runs
on all three switch positions but at the same speed, I just don't know but someone here should
be able to give some clues. James Guinn Guest Joined:. If it's a 2 wire, I believe one lead goes
to high tap and one lead goes to power. If it's a 3 wire, one lead to high tap, one lead to choke
and one lead to power. I don't have an AOU but maybe someone with one will chime in. If it is
only operating at one speed, choke may need to be rewound. Let us know if this helps. Oops you already have one of my drawings. Thanks for the help. It's two wire, and I've hooked
everything up exactly as in Tom's great sketch. Fan runs beautifully, all at one speed. If I move
the long wire coming from the motor from the first post to the third post, I get variation in fan
speed, but opposite the markings; fan runs low on "High" and high on "Low". Would like to
restart this thread. Still wondering whether anyone has advice as to why the fan runs contrary
to the switch settings. Any thoughts? Stephen Hathcock wrote: Would like to restart this thread.
Stephen, Using my diagram with the yellow background, are you calling position "A" as High
and position "C" as Low? Grew up off Hendricks Blvd, went to Southside. Post Vintage Pre
Antique Hi folks! Thank you for visiting my web site. I am a collector and restorer of early
electric and mechanical fans and vintage electric heaters, lamps, toasters, and motors. I like to
buy, sell, and trade with others. If you have questions or would like to leave comments, please

email me. Check in with me from time to time, I will be making changes and updates
periodically. If you have an old electric fan, heater, motor, lamp or other early electric or
mechanical item that you would like to sell, please contact Darryl at the email address below. I
am interested in many items from the late s and early s. I also collect early electrical plugs,
connectors, and adapters, as well as old machinist tools, tool boxes, and advertising signs and
thermometers. Let's not forget the applied color label acl soda bottles. Old bottle collecting
when I was a child is what got me started in this business. I've been at it for over 40 years now
We had over collectors here from over 15 different states. Literally hundreds of antique and
vintage fans were on display and on the sales tables. Anyone with an interest in antique and
vintage fans, heaters, and other old stuff is encouraged to attend. Hundreds of old fans, heaters,
toasters, candy scales, coffee grinders, telephones, cash registers, gum ball machines, and
other electrical and mechanical gadgetry will be on display, many of them will be for sale or
trade. Not only items from our own collection, but many other collectors from all over the USA
will be here with items from their collections as well. If you missed it last time, be sure to mark
your calendar for this upcoming event. Free admission. Lot's to see and learn. A nearby hotel
gives us a block of rooms for attendees at a special discounted rate for this event. We also have
a limited number of RV sites available on the premises with electric and water hookups and
shower house. Contact us for specifics and details before traveling long distances Important
Information Please read before emailing me. This is a piston and rod assembly from a Nordberg
inline 6 cylinder. These were manufactured in Milwaukee and St. Louis from This particular
piston and rod is from an engine manufactured in and was used for marine propulsion navy
battleship. The bore is This engine runs at rpm and produces approximately 1,kw at 2, h. This
piston and rod assembly weighs in at a mere 4, lbs. Yes that's me in the blue coveralls standing
next to it. I stand 6' 3" tall and weigh pounds just to give you an idea of the size of this piston
and rod. Collecting and restoring antique electric fans and heaters is my hobby but machine
shop work is my trade. My grandfather was a machinist who owned a machine shop and I spent
much time there as a young boy. After graduating high school I attended Aiken Technical
College where I completed the Machine Tool Technology program and have been doing this
type of work ever since. After more than 37 years of machining I still enjoy my work. I thrive on a
challenge to recreate a complicated part that is now obsolete and otherwise unavailable. Below
are some hyperlinks that you can click on and see some of the fans from my collection. Some of
these fans I have restored and some are original "as found" condition. After viewing the photo
from the link you can click your "back" key to get back to this page. Before the days of gear
driven oscillating fans, manufacturers only knew how to make a fan oscillate back and forth by
means of a deflecting vane placed in front of the blade. The vane deflects the air coming off of
the blade and causes the motor to push to the opposite side where a return stop is hit by the
counterweight on the bottom of the lollipop stem and flips the vane over to the other side
thereby causing the fan motor to be pushed to the other side. Have you ever held your hand out
the car window pretending to be the wing of an airplane? When you tilt your hand down the
wind causes your hand to go down, and when you tilt your hand up, the wind causes it to "lift".
This is exactly how the vane fan works. Mechanical motion is achieved by the wind coming from
the blade. Notice the three tab feet on the base and the gold pinstripping. I didn't notice the fan
was about to fall off the deck with one foot hanging over until I came back in and looked at the
pictures. I hate it when you drop your lollipop on the ground! I like the Victor badge the best.
The fans are otherwise identical. This fan was found about miles from where I am located. The
owner contacted me to see if I was interested in purchasing it, and it turned out it was only 9
blocks from Nick's house, so I asked Nick if he would pick it up and let's restore it together. My
friend Carlton Ward, one of the best painters in the country, did the paint, and I rewired,
reinsulated the windings, made some miscellaneous parts and pieces including the switch lever
insulating knob, screw-in grommets, new head wire, power cord, etc. It turned out great and this
fan will be on display, and For Sale, at our next annual antique fan show coming up in April.
This fan has been sold. Notice the ornately ribbed "pie crust" cast iron base and large brass
wing nuts that allows the motor to swivel up and down. Notice the ornate motor castings and
embossed Emerson Induction Motor, St. Louis, USA on the back of the motor. These motors
have internal centrifugal starting switches and can run 24 hours a day without even getting
warm if properly maintained. Unusual Museums of the Internet. Deluxe Antique Fan Restoration
Kit. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Grommets: Eight pairs of
different size black Rubber Grommets. Heat Shrink: You get three different sizes of heatshrink
for your electrical connections. If you need individual parts, see our other listings. If you don't
need all this stuff in one kit, see our other listings for the Standard Restoration Kit. Please keep
in mind that the colors may vary slightly based on your computer screen. Choose Options.
Quick view. Breathe life into that old worn-out fan and We designed these Deluxe Strain Reliefs

so that your lighting would be set apart This Universal Vintage Fan Add to Cart. Customers Also
Viewed. This is brand new cord for your steampunk lamp, vintage light, antique Use on rotating
and reciprocating equipment, bearings, This is brand new cord for your steampunk lamp,
vintage light, antique fan, Our Steampunk Industrial Gauge is simply awesome. You will not find
this anywhere else. Created for the This is brand new cord for Truly the finest treatment You will
receive a total of eighteen 18 grommets two of Do you only need a small amount of wire? In the
quantity section, If you have any drawings of parts that you would like to contribute please
contact us at webmaster fancollectors. Facebook YouTube. Complete restoration services.
Restored Fans For Sale. Contact Us Today. Eurton Electric. Our wire was designed by fan
collectors for fan collectors. Many colors, styles, and gauges. Plugs also. All available with
photos on the website. Joe Merrit is a great guy and will give lots of advice to his customers.
Duro Felt contact: A. Sahita durofelt att. Nikolas Co Washington, Bellwood, Il High quality clear
lacquer suitable for coating brass and other polished metals. Sold through distributors around
the world, call for one near you. Brass colored paint for Emerson fan blades. If you want
professional results, use professional products. Eastwood Company Lancaster Ave. Motor
Repair and Maintenance Antique Electrical Supply Nichrome and magnet wire for switch and
winding repairs. Some cloth wrapped wire EIS Holden Supply Miscellaneous motor parts:
brushes, brush caps, fiber washers, bearings, etc. They sell packs of fiber washers in any size,
they also have almost any size carbon brush, min. Shapiro Supply Co. Louis, MO Special
Shapes Co. Mention you are an A. Tools and Hardware Brownells Montezuma, Iowa Many
applicable to fans. They stock almost anything you can imagine. Nikolas lacquer, fiber motor
washers, electrical supplies, etc. Grainger Industrial Supply National industrial supply company
with warehouses in most major cities. They have epoxy electrical insulating spray paint which is
excellent for stators. Silverton Foundry Box , Pine St. Addison Rd. The authors and the AFCA
assume no liability as to the reliability of these suppliers. Check out these suppliers at your own
risk. Please provide updates and new additions to: webmaster fancollectors. Chestertown
Electric. Info ChestertownElectric. Sales, service and restoration Website Facebook YouTube.
Your on
1970 ford thunderbird parts
68 camaro horn relay wiring harness free download
94 infiniti q45
ly resource for quality cloth covered wire. Copper Oxide Finishing Larry Mong. Fan Lubricants
John McComas. Ceiling Fan Wiring Diagrams. Diagnosing Starting Problems Dave Friedlund.
Blade Riveting Tom Newcity. Coin-Op Exploded Kim Frank. Emerson Lever Oscillator Thumb
Screw. Emerson Lever Oscillator Stop Post. Emerson Shoulder Screw. The following
information is intended for AFCA members in order to help with the fan restoration process.
Chad Baker Eurton Electric Also custom machining and some restoration services. See Web
page or email for complete list. Antique Electrical Supply Nichrome and magnet wire for switch
and winding repairs. Some cloth wrapped wire. EIS Holden Supply Miscellaneous motor parts:
brushes, brush caps, fiber washers, bearings, etc. Automatic Tubing Corp. Brownells
Montezuma, Iowa Nice on-line ordering system. New England Armature 24 Pleasant Dr. Leerock
Foundry S. Brassworks Cleveland Ave. Courtest Polishing , Glen Taylor N. Bob Backer Church
Pl. Cincinnati, OH

